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#

Variable / Field Name

Instrument:

Field Attributes (Field Type, Validation, Choices,
Calculations, etc.)

Field Label
Field Note

Screening Form (screening_form)

 Collapse

 Enabled as survey

1

record_id

Record ID

text

2

languages

Display Language

dropdown
1 English
2 Español
Field Annotation:
@p1000lang{"English":"English","Español":"Español"}
@HIDDEN

3

screendt

Screen date complete
sf2354

4

survey_text_screening_form

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY @TODAY
descriptive
Field Annotation: @p1000surveytext{"English":
{"surveytitle":"PREVENT - Interest Form
","surveyinstructions":"Thank you for your interest in
PReventing Emerging infections through Vaccine
E ectiveNess Testing (Project PREVENT). The project
is a CDC-funded e ort to learn more about the
e ectiveness of COVID-19 vaccine and how health
care personnel respond to illness during the COVID19 pandemic."},"Español":{"surveytitle":"PREVENT Formulario de interés","surveyinstructions":"Gracias
por su interés en el Proyecto Prevenir infecciones
emergentes mediante el testeo de la efectividad de
las vacunas (Proyecto PREVENT). El proyecto es un
esfuerzo nanciado por los CDC para averiguar más
sobre la e cacia de la vacuna contra la COVID-19 y
sobre cómo el personal de salud responde a la
enfermedad durante la pandemia de COVID-19."}}
@HIDDEN

1/13

12/31/2020
5

screening

Project PREVENT | REDCap
You have received this link because you have been tested for
COVID-19. We are enrolling some people who have COVID-19
and some who do not—you do NOT need to have COVID-19 to
participate. You may be eligible to participate whether or not
you have received the COVID-19 vaccine. As part of this project,
we will not be giving you vaccines. If you are eligible, project
participation will require 2 surveys and documentation of any
healthcare related to your illness. All information you provide
will be kept strictly con dential, and it will not be available to
your employer, supervisor, or anyone outside the project team.
You will be compensated for your time, and your participation
will last approximately 4-6 weeks. Based on your
understanding of this project, would you like to continue with
the screening process?
sf1654

6

hcp_status
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Section Header:

Are you currently working in a hospital, health care facility, or
providing health care in any capacity? Please answer "yes" if
you provide healthcare, work in a healthcare facility, if your
educational program includes time in a healthcare facility, OR if
you volunteer in a health care facility.

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @p1000lang{"Español":"<span
style=\"font-weight: normal;\"> Le hemos enviado
este enlace porque se ha realizado una prueba para
detectar COVID-19. Estamos inscribiendo a algunas
personas que tienen COVID-19 y a algunas que no.
No es necesario que usted tenga COVID-19 para
poder participar. Algunas de las personas inscriptas
habrán recibido una vacuna contra la COVID-19 y
algunas no habrán recibido esta vacuna. Como parte
de este proyecto, no le daremos ninguna vacuna.
</p> Si usted es elegible, para participar en el
proyecto deberá realizar 2 cuestionarios y
proporcionar documentos relacionados al cuidado
que recibe por esta enfermedad. Toda la información
que usted proporcione será estrictamente
con dencial y no estará disponible para su
empleador, supervisor ni cualquier persona que no
pertenezca a nuestro equipo. Recibirá una
compensación por su tiempo, y su participación
durará entre 4 y 6 semanas, aproximadamente.
</span><p style=\"font-weight:normal;fontsize:75%;\"></p> Teniendo en cuenta lo que sabe
sobre este proyecto, ¿le gustaría continuar con el
proceso de selección?"} @p1000answers{"Español":
{"0":"No","1":"Sí"}}
yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

sf1598_eip7

7

wrkhome
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

In your role in healthcare, do you work exclusively from home
(de ned as working from home every day for a 2-week period
before your recent illness or COVID-19 test)?
sf2547

radio, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

8

cov_test
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

In the last 60 days (including today), have you been tested for
COVID-19 by nasal, nasopharyngeal, or oral testing (taking a
sample from your nose, throat, or saliva)?
sf1653_eip9/10

radio, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

9

swab_result
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Did ANY of your tests during your current/recent illness show
radio, Required
that you have COVID-19 (e.g., the test is "positive", or SARS-CoV- 1 Yes
2 was "detected")?
0 No
sf2987_eip10a
2 I don't know
Custom alignment: LV

10

covdt
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

11

days_since_test

On what date was your COVID-19 test? If you have had more
text (date_mdy), Required
than one test, please list the date of your rst positive COVIDCustom alignment: LV
19 test (if you have one) or your most recent negative COVID-19 Field Annotation: @NOTFUTURE @HIDEBUTTON
test, if you have had more than one.
sf1922

CALCULATION: Days since positive or most recent negative
COVID-19 test

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

calc
Calculation: datedi ([covdt],[screendt], "d")
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY
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prevcovdx
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Project PREVENT | REDCap
Have you been diagnosed with COVID-19 before your recent
COVID-19 test (before [screening_arm_1][covdt])?
sf1698

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

13

two_b4_test

CALCULATION: Two weeks before test

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY
@CALCDATE([covdt], -14, 'd')

14

prevcovdx_con rm

During your previous COVID-19 diagnosis (before
[screening_arm_1][two_b4_test]), how did you know that you
had COVID-19? [select all that apply]

checkbox, Required

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][p
revcovdx] = "1"

sf2121

1 prevcovdx_con rm___1 Nasal, nasopharyngeal,
or oral test (from
testing a sample from
your nose, throat, or
saliva)
2 prevcovdx_con rm___2 Blood test
3 prevcovdx_con rm___3 A health care
professional told me I
had COVID-19, but I did
NOT have any test
4 prevcovdx_con rm___4 I think I had COVID-19,
but I was never tested
Custom alignment: LV

15

priorenroll
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Have you been enrolled in Project PREVENT (this project)
before?
sf2345

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

16

priorenroll_complete
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][p
riorenroll] = "1"

Did you complete all Project PREVENT activities (including the
nal follow-up survey 6 weeks after your initial symptom
began)?
sf1187

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV
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cov_sx
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Project PREVENT | REDCap
At the time you were recently tested for COVID-19 (on [covdt]), checkbox, Required
did you have any of the following symptoms? [select all that
16 cov_sx___16 Abdominal pain
apply]Please consider your “recent test” to be your rst positive
19 cov_sx___19 Bruised toes or feet
COVID-19 test if you have one, or your most recent negative
test if you have had multiple tests and all tests have been
6 cov_sx___6 Changes in my ability to smell or
negative.
taste
sf1652

10 cov_sx___10 Chest pain or chest tightness
7

cov_sx___7

Chills

2

cov_sx___2

Cough

15 cov_sx___15 Diarrhea
18 cov_sx___18 Fatigue (unusual feeling of
tiredness)
4

cov_sx___4

Fever (greater than 100°F or
37.8°C)

9

cov_sx___9

Headache

17 cov_sx___17 Loss of appetite
5

cov_sx___5

Myalgia (muscle aches)

14 cov_sx___14 Nausea (sick to your stomach) or
vomiting
12 cov_sx___12 Rhinorrhea (runny nose)
8

cov_sx___8

Rigors (sudden feeling of cold
with shaking)

3

cov_sx___3

Severe respiratory illness
including pneumonia

1

cov_sx___1

Shortness of breath or di culty
breathing

13 cov_sx___13 Sinus or nasal congestion
11 cov_sx___11 Sore throat
0

cov_sx___0

None of the above

Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @NONEOFTHEABOVE = "0"

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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cov_twowk_sx
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(0)]="1"

Project PREVENT | REDCap
In the 2 weeks after your recent COVID-19 test on [covdt] (or
until today, if your test was less than 2 weeks ago), have you
had any of the following symptoms? [select all that apply]
sf3241

checkbox, Required
16 cov_twowk_sx___16 Abdominal pain
19 cov_twowk_sx___19 Bruised toes or feet
6

cov_twowk_sx___6

Changes in my ability to
smell or taste

10 cov_twowk_sx___10 Chest pain or chest
tightness
7

cov_twowk_sx___7

Chills

2

cov_twowk_sx___2

Cough

15 cov_twowk_sx___15 Diarrhea
18 cov_twowk_sx___18 Fatigue (unusual feeling
of tiredness)
4

cov_twowk_sx___4

Fever (greater than 100°F
or 37.8°C)

9

cov_twowk_sx___9

Headache

17 cov_twowk_sx___17 Loss of appetite
5

cov_twowk_sx___5

Myalgia (muscle aches)

14 cov_twowk_sx___14 Nausea (sick to your
stomach) or vomiting
12 cov_twowk_sx___12 Rhinorrhea (runny nose)
8

cov_twowk_sx___8

Rigors (sudden feeling of
cold with shaking)

3

cov_twowk_sx___3

Severe respiratory illness,
including pneumonia

1

cov_twowk_sx___1

Shortness of breath or
di culty breathing

13 cov_twowk_sx___13 Sinus or nasal congestion
11 cov_twowk_sx___11 Sore throat
0

cov_twowk_sx___0

None of the above

Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @NONEOFTHEABOVE='0'
19

coughstartdt
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(2)]='1' or ([screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(0)]='1' AND [scre
ening_arm_1][cov_twowk_sx
(2)]='1'))

20

coughend
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(2)]='1' or ([screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(0)]='1' AND [scre
ening_arm_1][cov_twowk_sx
(2)]='1'))

21

coughenddt
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and (([screening_arm_1]
[cov_sx(2)] = "1" OR ([screenin
g_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(2)]="1") ) AND [screening_
arm_1][coughend] = "1")

On what date did your cough start?
sf1234

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE

Has your cough ended?

yesno, Required

sf1243

1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

On what date did your cough end?
sf3251

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE
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cough_date_warn
Show the eld ONLY if:
([screening_arm_1][coughstar
tdt]<>"" and [screening_arm_
1][coughenddt]<>"" and date
di ([screening_arm_1][cough
startdt], [screening_arm_1][co
ughenddt], "d", "mdy", true)<
0)

23

feverstartdt

Project PREVENT | REDCap
The cough end date occurs BEFORE the cough start date.
Please review and update your cough symptoms dates.

descriptive

On what date did your fever start (greater than 100°F or
37.8°C)?

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE

Has your fever ended?

yesno, Required

Show the eld ONLY if:
sf2254
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(4)] = "1" OR ([screening
_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(4)]="1"))
24

feverend
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(4)] = "1" OR ([screening
_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(4)]="1"))

25

feverenddt
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ((([screening_arm_1]
[cov_sx(4)] = "1") OR ([screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AN
D [screening_arm_1][cov_two
wk_sx(4)]="1")) AND [screenin
g_arm_1][feverend] = "1")

26

fever_date_warn
Show the eld ONLY if:
([screening_arm_1][feverstart
dt]<>"" and [screening_arm_
1][feverenddt]<>"" and datedi
([screening_arm_1][feversta
rtdt], [screening_arm_1][fever
enddt], "d", "mdy", true)<0)

27

sxstart

sf1354

1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

On what date did your fever end?
sf2167

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE

The fever end date occurs BEFORE the fever start date. Please
review and update your fever symptoms dates.

descriptive

On what date did your FIRST symptom start, other than a
cough or a fever?

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE

Show the eld ONLY if:
sf3367
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(1)] = "1" or ([screening_
arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(1)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(3)] = "1" or ([scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1"
AND [screening_arm_1][cov_t
wowk_sx(3)] = "1") or [screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(5)] = "1" or
([screening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)]
= "1" AND [screening_arm_1]
[cov_twowk_sx(5)] = "1") or [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(6)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(6)] = "1")
or [screening_arm_1][cov_sx
(7)] = "1" or ([screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [scree
ning_arm_1][cov_twowk_sx

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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(7)] = "1") or [screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(8)] = "1" or ([screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AN
D [screening_arm_1][cov_two
wk_sx(8)] = "1") or [screening_
arm_1][cov_sx(9)] = "1" or ([sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(9)] = "1") or [scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(10)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(10)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(11)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(11)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(12)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(12)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(13)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(13)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(14)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(14)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(15)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(15)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(16)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(16)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(17)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(17)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(18)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(18)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(19)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(19)] =
"1"))
28

cough_days

Calculation: Days since cough started

calc
Calculation: if ([coughstartdt]<>"", (datedi ("today",
[coughstartdt], "d")),0)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN

29

cough_days_2

Calculation: Days since cough started

calc
Calculation: if ([coughstartdt]<>"", (datedi ("today",
[coughstartdt], "d")),0)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN

30

fever_days

Calculation: Days since fever started

calc
Calculation: if ([feverstartdt]<>"", (datedi ("today",
[feverstartdt], "d")),0)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN

31

other_days

Calculation: Days since other symptoms started

calc
Calculation: if ([sxstart]<>"", (datedi ("today",
[sxstart], "d")),0)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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32

indexdt

Calculation: Earliest date of symptoms (index date)

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN
@CALCTEXT(if([cough_days] >= [fever_days] AND
[cough_days] >= [other_days], [coughstartdt],
if([fever_days] >= [cough_days] AND [fever_days] >=
[other_days], [feverstartdt], if([other_days] >=
[fever_days] AND [other_days] >= [cough_days],
[sxstart], "ERROR"))))

33

dt_twilio_alert

Datetime to send Twilio alert

text (datetime_mdy)
Field Annotation: @CALCTEXT(concat([indexdt], " ",
"08:30")) @HIDDEN-SURVEY

34

start_index

Calculation: Beginning of index period

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN @CALCDATE([indexdt],
-14, 'd')

35

end_index

Calculation: End of index period

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN @CALCDATE([indexdt],
14, 'd')

36

sxended

Have ALL your symptoms ended?

yesno, Required

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and ([screening_arm_1][c
ov_sx(1)] = "1" or ([screening_
arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(1)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(3)] = "1" or ([scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1"
AND [screening_arm_1][cov_t
wowk_sx(3)] = "1") or [screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(5)] = "1" or
([screening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)]
= "1" AND [screening_arm_1]
[cov_twowk_sx(5)] = "1") or [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(6)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(6)] = "1")
or [screening_arm_1][cov_sx
(7)] = "1" or ([screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [scree
ning_arm_1][cov_twowk_sx
(7)] = "1") or [screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(8)] = "1" or ([screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AN
D [screening_arm_1][cov_two
wk_sx(8)] = "1") or [screening_
arm_1][cov_sx(9)] = "1" or ([sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(9)] = "1") or [scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(10)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(10)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(11)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(11)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(12)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(12)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(13)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(13)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(14)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc

sf3530

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV
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reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(14)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(15)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(15)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(16)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(16)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(17)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(17)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(18)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(18)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(19)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(19)] =
"1"))
37

sxstop
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and (([screening_arm_1]
[cov_sx(1)] = "1" or ([screenin
g_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND
[screening_arm_1][cov_twowk
_sx(1)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(3)] = "1" or ([scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1"
AND [screening_arm_1][cov_t
wowk_sx(3)] = "1") or [screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(5)] = "1" or
([screening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)]
= "1" AND [screening_arm_1]
[cov_twowk_sx(5)] = "1") or [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(6)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(6)] = "1")
or [screening_arm_1][cov_sx
(7)] = "1" or ([screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [scree
ning_arm_1][cov_twowk_sx
(7)] = "1") or [screening_arm_
1][cov_sx(8)] = "1" or ([screeni
ng_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AN
D [screening_arm_1][cov_two
wk_sx(8)] = "1") or [screening_
arm_1][cov_sx(9)] = "1" or ([sc
reening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(9)] = "1") or [scre
ening_arm_1][cov_sx(10)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(10)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(11)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(11)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(12)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(12)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(13)] =

On what date did your LAST symptom end?
sf3593

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @HIDEBUTTON @NOTFUTURE
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"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(13)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(14)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(14)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(15)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(15)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(16)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(16)] =
"1") or [screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(17)] = "1" or ([screening_a
rm_1][cov_sx(0)] = "1" AND [sc
reening_arm_1][cov_twowk_s
x(17)] = "1") or [screening_ar
m_1][cov_sx(18)] = "1" or ([scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(0)] =
"1" AND [screening_arm_1][co
v_twowk_sx(18)] = "1") or [scr
eening_arm_1][cov_sx(19)] =
"1" or ([screening_arm_1][cov
_sx(0)] = "1" AND [screening_a
rm_1][cov_twowk_sx(19)] =
"1")) AND [screening_arm_1][s
xended] = "1")
38

allsymp_date_warn
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][sxended]
="1" and datedi ([screening_
arm_1][indexdt],[screening_ar
m_1][sxstop], "d", "mdy", tru
e)<0

39

covtestloc
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
= "1"

The end date for all symptoms reported above occurs BEFORE
the earliest symptom date ([screening_arm_1][indexdt]) you
reported. Please review and update your symptoms dates.

descriptive

Where were your COVID-19 test(s) performed? [select all that
apply]

checkbox, Required

sf1254_eip10bi/10ci

1 covtestloc___1 At my employer (at occupational
health/employee health or at
the medical center where I
work)
2 covtestloc___2 At a public testing center
3 covtestloc___3 At my primary health care
provider
4 covtestloc___4 At another location
{covidtestloc_oth}
Custom alignment: LV

40

covidtestloc_oth
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][covtestloc
(4)] = "1"

Where?

text

sf1765

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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swabpwhy
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
= "1"

Why were you tested for COVID-19 on [covdt]?
sf1467_eip10bii/10cii

radio, Required
1 I had symptoms that I thought might be from
COVID-19
2 I did not have symptoms of COVID-19, but I had
an exposure to a person with COVID-19
3 I did not have symptoms of COVID-19 and I did
not have an exposure, but I was concerned that
I had COVID-19
4 I was tested as part of routine testing by my
employer, but I did not have symptoms,
exposures, and I did not think I had COVID-19
6 I was tested because I wanted to travel or visit
friends or family, and I wanted to be tested to
be safe
5 Other {swabpwhyspec}
Custom alignment: LV

42

swabpwhyspec
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][swabpwh
y] = "5"

43

cont_emp
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1"

Why?

text

sf1312

Do you intend to be working, studying, or volunteering in your
current healthcare facility for at least the next 6 weeks? Please
answer "yes" even if you are not currently working, as long as
you plan to return to your current place of employment when
you recover from your illness.
sf2542

radio, Required
1 Yes
0 No
2 I don't know
Custom alignment: LV

44

sx_eligible

CALCULATION: Participant has symptoms (1=symptoms, 0=no
symptoms)
sf2123

calc
Calculation: if([cov_sx(0)]='1' and
[cov_twowk_sx(0)]='1', 0, 1)
Custom alignment: RH
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN

45

eligible_calc

CALCULATION: Eligible

46

decline_msg

Thank you for your consideration. In order for us to ensure that descriptive
you are not contacted again to participate in this project,
please provide your name below.

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
= "0"
47

rst_name

First Name

calc
Calculation: if([screening_arm_1][screening]="1" and
[screening_arm_1][hcp_status]="1" and
[screening_arm_1][wrkhome]="0" and
[screening_arm_1][cov_test]="1" and
[screening_arm_1][sx_eligible]="1" and
([screening_arm_1][cont_emp]="1" or
[screening_arm_1][cont_emp]="2") and
[screening_arm_1][priorenroll_complete]<>"0" and
[screening_arm_1][prevcovdx_con rm(1)]<>"1", 1, 0)
Custom alignment: RH
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY

text, Required, Identi er

sf2934_eip3

48

middle_initial

Middle Initial

text, Identi er

sf2920

49

last_name

Last Name

text, Required, Identi er

sf2935_eip3

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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50

ineligible_reason

51

noteligible

Thank you for your interest in Project PREVENT. Unfortunately,
you are not eligible to participate at this time because you
Show the eld ONLY if:
reported you [ineligible_reason]. We appreciate your interest. If
[screening_arm_1][screening]
you are tested again, you may re-screen for project eligibility. If
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
you would like more information about Project PREVENT,
igible_calc] = "0" and [screeni
please visit our web site at http://www.prevent-project.org.
ng_arm_1][last_name] <> ""

descriptive

52

dob

text (date_mdy), Required
Field Annotation: @PAST @HIDEBUTTON

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
igible_calc] = "1"
53

agecalc

CALCULATION: Reason Ineligible

Please provide your date of birth (M-D-Y)
sf2837

CALCULATION: Age
sf3055

54

age
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
igible_calc] = "1"

55

dobmessage

This means that you are [agecalc] years old. Is that correct?
sf4056

text
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY
@CALCTEXT(if([hcp_status]='0', 'are not a health care
provider', if([wrkhome]='1', 'work primarily from
home', if([cov_test]='0', 'had not had a COVID test in
the last 60 days', if([sx_eligible]='0', 'had no COVID
symptoms', if([cont_emp]='0', 'will not continue at this
facility', if([priorenroll_complete]='0', 'did not
complete previous PREVENT enrollment',
if([prevcovdx_con rm(1)]='1', 'had a previous COVID
diagnosis by a nasal swab', 'Eligible'))))))))

calc
Calculation: rounddown(datedi ([screendt],[dob],
"y"))
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY
yesno
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

Please update your date of birth.

descriptive

E-mail address This e-mail address will be used for all PREVENT
communication, including follow-up survey links.

text (email), Required

Verify e-mail address

text (email), Required

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][a
gecalc] = "0"
56

e_mail

Show the eld ONLY if:
sf1025
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
igible_calc] = "1"
57

verify_e_mail
Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
igible_calc] = "1"

58

email_notmatch

sf1498

Your e-mail address does not match, please update.

descriptive

Show the eld ONLY if:
[screening_arm_1][screening]
="1" and (([screening_arm_1]
[eligible_calc] = "1") and [scre
ening_arm_1][verify_e_mail] <
> "" and ([screening_arm_1][e
_mail] <> [screening_arm_1][v
erify_e_mail]))
59

eligible

You ARE eligible to enroll in the PREVENT project. Please note
that you will need your rst name, last name and date of birth
Show the eld ONLY if:
as reported below to complete future surveys. Login
[screening_arm_1][screening]
information for future surveys:
First name: [ rst_name]
="1" and [screening_arm_1][el
Last name: [last_name]
Date of birth: [dob] You will now be
igible_calc] = "1" and [screeni
taken to the project consent information.
ng_arm_1][verify_e_mail] <>
""

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075
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60

ideal_baseline_date

Ideal baseline date

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY @HIDEBUTTON
@CALCDATE([screening_arm_1][indexdt], 14, 'd')
@READONLY

61

overdue_baseline_date

OVERDUE baseline date

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY
@CALCDATE([screening_arm_1][indexdt], 21, 'd')
@READONLY

62

ideal_ up_date

Ideal Follow-up date (6 weeks after symptoms)

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY @HIDEBUTTON
@CALCDATE([screening_arm_1][indexdt], 42, 'd')
@READONLY

63

overdue_ up_date

OVERDUE Follow-up date (6 weeks after symptoms)

text (date_mdy)
Field Annotation: @HIDDEN-SURVEY @HIDEBUTTON
@CALCDATE([screening_arm_1][indexdt], 49, 'd')
@READONLY

64

screening_form_complete

Section Header: Form Status

dropdown

Complete?

0 Incomplete
1 Unveri ed
2 Complete

Instrument:

Consent Information (consent_information)

Instrument:

Contact Information (contact_information)

Instrument:

Baseline Enrollment Survey (baseline_enrollment_survey)

Instrument:

Follow-up Final Survey Participant (followup_ nal_survey_participant)

 Enabled as survey

 Expand

Instrument:

Healthcare Utilization/Veri cation (healthcare_utilizationveri cation)

 Enabled as survey

 Expand

Instrument:

Medical Record Requests (medical_record_requests)

Instrument:

Monthly Check-in For Clinical Trial Participants (monthly_checkin_for_clinical_trial_participants)

 Expand

 Enabled as survey

 Expand

 Enabled as survey
 Enabled as survey

 Enabled as survey

 Expand

 Expand

 Enabled as survey
 Expand

Instrument:

Testing Veri cation Form (testing_veri cation_form)

Instrument:

Vaccine Veri cation Form (vaccine_veri cation_form)

Instrument:

Verbal consent and LAR Documentation (verbal_consent_and_lar_documentation)

 Expand

Instrument:

Medical Record Release Form (medical_record_release_form)

 Expand

Instrument:

Project Completion Tracking (project_completion_tracking)

 Expand

Instrument:

Compensation (compensation)

 Expand

Instrument:

Facility Form Weekly (facility_form_weekly)

 Expand

 Enabled as survey
 Enabled as survey

https://redcap.icts.uiowa.edu/redcap/redcap_v10.6.2/Design/data_dictionary_codebook.php?pid=9075

 Expand
 Expand
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